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ATTENTION INSTALLER (if other than owner): Please  
forward this Instruction Sheet to the purchaser of this 
product. These instructions contain valuable information 
necessary to the end user.

INTRODUCTION: These instructions describe the 
procedure for properly installing the quiet baffle into  
the Python Rayzer exhaust.

Review these instructions carefully before beginning,  
as they contain important information. Please retain for 
future reference.

Particularly important information is distinguished in these 
instructions by the following notations:

NOTE: A NOTE provides key information to make  
procedures easier or clearer.

CAUTION: A CAUTION indicates special procedures  
that must be followed to avoid damage to the motorcycle  
and/or accessories.

WARNING!: A WARNING indicates special procedures that 
must be followed to avoid injury to a motorcycle operator 
or person inspecting or repairing the motorcycle.

NOTE: The baffle has an O-ring seal and may be difficult  
to remove. The O-ring will not be reused.

8. Remove all fiberglass from the inside of the muffler body.

QUIET BAFFLE INSTALLATION:

1.  Insert the quiet baffle into the muffler body by twisting  
the assembly through to prevent the fiberglass packing  
from bunching.

2.  Once the baffle is fully engaged, rotate to the proper position. 
Refer to FIG. 2.

3.  Use the (4) 10-32 
screws to attach 
the quiet baffle 
assembly to the 
muffler flange.

4.  Slip the heat shield 
back over the 
muffler body by 
slowly twisting the 
heat shield as the 
baffle outlet moves 
through the bend.

5. Reinstall the forward logo and screws.

6.  Check the fit of the collector heat shield and adjust  
if necessary, as it may have shifted on reassembly.

7.  Carefully slip the endcap back onto the heat shield  
and ensure the baffle outlet is properly engaged.

8. Reinstall the rear logo band and screws.

9.  Reinstall the exhaust system on the bike. Install the header 
flanges and header nuts. Do not fully tighten.

10.  Reattach the heat shield to the mount bracket with  
the screws and nut plate.

11. Fully tighten the header flanges.

12. Reinstall the right saddlebag.

13.  Be sure to check and tighten all hardware before starting 
your motorcycle.

WARNING!: Before operating the motorcycle, be sure all 
hardware is tight.

TOOLS REQUIRED:

1. Flat blade screwdriver

2. Nut driver - 5/16”

3. Combination wrench - 1/2”, 3/4”, 7/8”, 14mm

4. Allen wrench - 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”

5. Ratchet and extensions

6. Sockets - 1/2”, 9/16” deep, 3/4”, 5/8” deep

PROCEDURE:

REMOVAL

NOTE: Refer to Rayzer Exhaust installation instructions  
for 1800-1664/1665 part item numbers and descriptions.

1. Remove the right saddlebag.

2.  Remove the (2) 5/16”-18 flange bolts and the nut plate 
attaching the muffler body to the mount bracket.

3. Remove the (4) header flange nuts.

4. Carefully remove the exhaust system from the motorcycle.

5.  Remove the (4) 1/4”-20 screws around the rear logo band. 
Carefully remove the endcap assembly.

6.  Remove the (4) 1/4”-20 screws 
around the forward logo band. Slip 
off the muffler body heat shield by 
slowly twisting the heat shield  
as the baffle outlet moves through 
the bend. See FIG. 1.

7.  Remove the (4) 10-32 screws around 
the baffle flange and twist/slip  
the baffle out of the muffler body.

FIG. 1

FIG. 2


